The article examines the existing methods for checking spatial awareness on the basis of which seven of the most common defects of test content are detected, which automatically grow into a gap in the spatial awareness development tests (SADT). The work describes ways to minimize the effect of gaps in the test, or complete elimination by the proposed and proven methods. There was found the essence of the analogy of various SADT and the direct application of general and innovative testing principles as means of overcoming the gaps. The cases, where overcoming of the gaps is the basis for the development of spatial awareness and spatial thinking, were identified. There was systematically reviewed the module of unprocessed, missed tasks in the test, which led to a detailed analysis and investigation of the representation of graphic material in the tasks. Mini-testing of the influence of the graphic component on the speed and quality of the accomplishment of spatial tasks was carried out. The results of the mini-test showed the smallest number of errors in the cubic traditional model and the traditional model with use of shadows, indicating their successful use in the created training and evaluation course "PROSTIR-UA". Also, there was illustrated the necessity after processing of the test results, there was presented an example of the use of a block diagram of a combined algorithm of the spatial awareness development test, in the final stage of which, for the test taker, a recommendation base of the necessary auxiliary tasks is made, based on the results of the testing. The presented study aims to offer advanced approaches to existing methods and methods of motivating students to effectively use spatial awareness development tests and new tools for expanding and applying spatial knowledge.
Introduction
There are no perfect tests for the development of spatial awareness. Modern tests like all other tests do not lack the gaps that occur, in particular, due to change, upgrading, improvements and many other reasons. The gaps exist in testing and they will be even in the most stable and innovative spatial tests, since it is objectively impossible to predict all situations that will require system regulation in the future.
It is no coincidence that in 2018, scientists from the University of Salzburg, Guenter Maresch and Theresa Pomberger, emphasized the need of the consideration of the problems of spatial awareness development tests [1, 2] . The focus was on reviewing the results of gender differences in spatial perception, there were discussed the results connected with the possible consequences of gender differences and the effects of adaptation. A number of studies on the GeodiKon project were also conducted, one of its sections was focused on the conclusions of the use of various perspective strategies for solving spatial problems, connection between sports and spatial awareness [3] . The experiments that were carried out are a continuation of efforts in the direction of expanding spatial problems and the development of spatial awareness methods in general.
Planning of new methods of assessing spatial thinking skills requires a thorough study of existing techniques, understanding spatial skills and the availability of means for evaluating them during their application. The potential significance of learning and developing spatial thinking and awareness in children can be found in works written by Zachary Hawes, Joan Moss, Beverly Caswell, Sarah Naqvi, Sharla MacKinnon, Andrea Frick, Nora Newcombe [4, 5] . It is necessary to pay special attention to the method "Mental Folding Test for Children" that is developed for children, who are 4-7 years old, the results of the test indicate the need for gradual complication of tasks and indicate the need to provide the proposed mean in preschool and elementary school [6] .
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Further research into spatial awareness should further determine the use of qualitative tools, clearly defined organizational moments for testing (submission), preliminary identification of clear relation between the test taker's tasks and responses, and should be used by persons, who are over 14, this will allow tracking the development level of spatial awareness at each stage of the course, regardless of the gained experience.
Given that tests as well as the right "should not be reduced to standards only" [7] , our goal is to investigate the gaps in the form of presentation of the test, its accomplishment and after error handling. It should be noted, that the gap in the SADT cannot be identified with "error or defect" as the result of an incorrect assessment of objective conditions, the presentation and manifestation of the problem of estimating spatial awareness and thinking.
Aim of research
The purpose of the consideration of this problem is to determine the possibilities of improving the incompleteness of the content base and the structure of the algorithm for creating improved tests for the development of spatial imagination.
Materials and methods of research
The methodological basis of the research is the dialectical method, survey technique and mini-testing. During the survey and mini-testing, general scientific and special methods were used, among them the most significant are: abstract-logical method for the formulation of the research findings; methods of analysis, synthesis and generalization for studying the features of SADT creation.
The results of the work
The gap in the SADT, as a rule, occurs as a result of the fact that during the process of passing the test there were not foreseen organizational nuances or considered system support for the development of spatial awareness outside the scope of testing or during its passing. Thus, the gap can be considered incomplete in the content. During the study, only those nuances that can be resolved or improved with the help of additional tasks [8] or the training instructions for the accomplishment of the tasks are taken into account.
The most common gaps in SADT were identified:
Introductory tutorial with use of the graphic tools
The introductory briefing is one of the most effective types of training in the matter of correct accomplishment of the works. By the nature and time of this briefing, it can be called introductory and target-oriented. The tutorial can be individual or group, but it must be graphical, simple, and understandable to the user. During the creation of the training and evaluation base "PROSTIR-UA" there was used the remote platform Moodle, which allows creating an interesting and accessible introductory tutorial with the implementation of the graphic tools.
2. Missed tasks in the test that were not worked out
Missed tasks in the test may indicate: -incomprehensibility of the objective; -not found a final solution of the problem; -uncertainty in the choice or solution of the task; -negligent attitude towards testing. During the creation of the training and evaluation base "PROSTIR-UA", a lot of attention was paid to the clear verbal and graphical representation of the tasks and created spatial awareness tests. If the verbal job setup is completely obvious, it is possible to experiment with the graphic component of the problem.
The issue of various forms of presentation of the graphic component of the problem was raised. Such forms of presentation can be: -traditional testing model MRT (Fig. 1 ) [9] ; -traditional model with use of shadows (Fig. 2) ;
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Social sciences -model with color blocks (Fig. 3) . For the third form, different segments are represented, that is, a combination of several colorful cubes; -realistic model (Fig. 4) . The purpose of the fourth form of submission was to present objects as realistically as possible. In order to do that, a light source was exposed to create a shadow and one color was selected, which reproduces the plastic. 
. Model with realistic blocks
Maximum comprehension was achieved through the use of an object consisting of five cubes and it is done in four different forms of the previously presented submission.
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Thus, having several forms of representation of the graphic base of the task, a survey and mini-testing were conducted to get to know which of the forms of representation of graphic information is the most acceptable and understandable for ordinary citizens of different professions and ages. 10 people participated in the survey and mini-testing.
Previously, it was clearly stated that it was a matter of spatial awareness and the tasks did not have the desired thinking process, but everyone could use their own strategy for solving the tasks. Each test taker was given 4 tasks of the same complexity but with different graphical representation of the information. Each task is placed separately from others on the sheets of colored paper. The test takers are warned that the tasks can be done in any sequence, at their discretion, it does not affect the final result, but after the mini-testing it was discovered that most of the test takers (8 out of 10) chose a task with a traditional shadow image, as it depicts a figure with fewer "stones". However, since this task was chosen first, the testers needed more time to study the issue, so this is not a significant difference among the tasks. Also, the test takers were warned that for doing each task they had 2 minutes (Fig. 5, Table 1 ).
Fig. 5. Task of the mini-testing with different presentation of the information
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The results, presented in Table 1 , showed that the least mistakes were made in the cubic traditional model and the traditional model using shadows, followed by a model with color blocks. Most of the mistakes and additional questions were made in the realistic model. 
3. Partly not done or incorrectly done tasks in the test
can indicate the same reasons as missing the tasks, but to this list it is possible to add an inattentive studying of the task or accomplishment.
4. Test taker's incorrect answers
can be accompanied by the problems, mentioned in the paragraphs 1.2. and 1.3, it is also possible to add a complete misunderstanding of the task.
5. Unintentional or unconscious concealment of the test results for the test taker.
In this case, it is proposed to consider the problem of the hidden testing, when test results are reported to the test taker in the form of evaluation or points, but herewith paragraphs 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 are not considered and studied. Such testing is ineffective, especially if it concerns SADT. Such tests are aimed not only at checking the test taker's spatial knowledge and skills, but also at the process of learning and extraction of new spatial information, which can be applied not only during the training but also in life.
6. Error correction with use of the graphic tools
A variety of error correction activates the test taker's cognitive activity, causes and retains a cognitive interest in obtaining new knowledge. This allows to discover one's capabilities and spatial abilities in the best possible way. It is precisely this point of the SADT's gaps that is the most widespread and the least studied.
Consequently, the main step in eliminating the gaps in the organization of improving the testing of the ADT is not the testing itself but its following processing. The use of the productive block diagram of the combined algorithm of SADT [8] on the training and evaluation basis "PROSTIR-UA" makes it possible to use an additional function after processing. Upon completion of the basic testing and evaluation, a message appears on the screen recounting all the test taker's false responses, further offering their detailed consideration and a step-by-step solution to similar types of tasks with use of a variety of the graphical tools that will improve the perception of new information and visual memorization.
7. Repeated effective accomplishment of unfulfilled tasks for fixing the material.
However, even after the detailed review and step-by-step solution to similar tasks to the previously unresolved ones, it is obligatory to re-pass the main full-test. This will allow to identify all the hidden moments, for example, if the test taker chooses the answer at random and this answer is correct, it is unlikely that he chooses the same answer a second time, then he/she will need to go through the educational step-by-step solution of the tasks that have similar types to be able to go through the second level, more complex test, which is closed until the test taker completes the previous test successfully.
Discussion of the results of the research
These studies have shown that most of the gaps in the spatial awareness tests are laid down during testing, organizing (or submitting) the test and after using it. This indicates a positive change in the attitude towards the previously proposed block diagram of the combined algorithm of spatial awareness development tests [8] and confirms Harris, J., Hirsh-Pasek, K., Newcombe, N. S.'s study on the need for gradual complication of tasks [10] .
We also want to note the difference between the results of the research of the influence of the graphical representation of the information in the testing tasks with the results of Guenter Maresch, Karl Josef Fuchs, Simon Plangg, Marion Zöggeler [10] , however, we note that we did not take into account gender specificity, and the age of the participants of the mini-testing exceeded 18 years, Also, a function of time was used, which could significantly affect the research results.
The use of the testing as the tool of assessment requires from a teacher knowledge of the theory of testing, skills and experience in analyzing the results and assessing the test takers' achievements. Until testing as a tool for measuring the progress and effectiveness of the spatial awareness development process is not worked out and understood well, the test will not be qualitative.
The idea of creating a training and evaluation base "PROSTIR-UA" consists in desire to maximize the results of the development of spatial awareness in the test takers, taking into account the maximum number of significant nuances, proved by the scientific research.
The main advantage of this study is the attempt to identify the gaps in the spatial awareness development tests with further elimination of them by the previously proposed methods. Creating a "PROSTIR-UA" database will meet the priorities of the development of modern education, research and innovation, as well as improve the role of spatial awareness tests as an instrument for enhancing the various fields of education.
This study is useful for efficient planning and the creation of SADT. This research is a continuation of the author's previous works, therefore, it is planned to keep working on the topic and its continuation.
Conclusion
1. The important issues concerning the analysis of the development of spatial awareness development tests and finding gaps at different stages of testing are highlighted, this is an important prerequisite for creating a more efficient database that can provide a higher level of spatial awareness verification as well as its practical application for effective execution of diverse spatial problems.
2. Test control can be used to actualize the test-takers' spatial knowledge and skills, estimate the levels of the academic progress of the academic groups and individuals, analyze various forms and methods of training and for the final evaluation of the control. However, it should be remembered, that spatial test control should be conditioned primarily by the features of the subject and the test taker's peculiarities. Therefore, it is necessary to prepare gradually the test takers for such a form of control, and after passing it, it is necessary to work out all the mistakes made by the testers taking into account time and other features.
3. Having reviewed the gaps in the SADT more broadly and dividing them into separate elements, we can state with certainty the fact that they can be improved or even overcome. Contrary to the hypothesis that the presentation does not affect the results of the spatial awareness or thinking test, it is possible to state that the graphical representation of the information in the task affects the measurement of the timeline and the test takers' mental capabilities. If one follows pre-recommended ways to solve the gaps in future work with SADT, it will bring an excellent result in creating perfect testing and improving spatial skills.
